
 

 
  Zohab Zee Khan 

                    – Spoken Word Poet 

 

Rapper   Slam Poet   Published Poet   Educator 

Australian Poetry Slam - NSW Finalist. 

Australian Poetry Slam - Champion. 

International Poetry Slam in Madrid - Runner Up. 

“He embodied multiculturalism……” 
“I strongly recommend he visit your students - he is a total gem - inspiration to young listeners …..” 

“Taught us his strategies on dealing with bullying and discrimination ……” 

“Best performance I’ve seen……………….     See full comments below 

 

 

What others have said: 

The students and staff TOTALLY enjoyed Zohab!!! Thank you so very much! 

I've had 6 Year 6 boys come asking for poetry books and reading 'prose' 

novels - where the whole novel is a poem. Sensational result! 

Lea Tracy Horan. Teacher. Tacking Point Public School Port Macquarie. NSW. 

Zohab was FANTASTIC…the students were enthralled by his performance.  

           Roz Chamberlain. Newcastle Grammar School. NSW. 

I strongly recommend he visit your students to share his uplifting and 

positive art as well as gracious, generous personality. He is a total gem, 

and of particular inspiration to young listeners who may view poetry in a 

jaded way.       Janet Haigh. Saint Maur International School. Yokohama. Japan. 

In performance, he prowls and growls and hisses and grins, bends his body 

like a coat-hanger into various unlikely shapes, and seems to live his 

poems through his limbs.   Mark Dapin. Journalist. Sydney Morning Herald  

He embodied multiculturalism and used its value as a theme. 

Douglas Glenn. Suzhou Singapore International School. Suzhou. China. 

Zohab Zee Khan totally engrosses this 

audience for the entire 50 minutes with his 

physical, energetic, straight from the heart 

performance. His combination of slam poetry, 

rap, didgeridoo and harmonica playing, beat-

boxing and percussion along with his 

combination of audience participation and 

freestyle improvisation makes this a very 

unique, contemporary theatre experience. 

 

Price: $6.00 per student (No GST applies). 

Suitable: Years 5 to 6. 

Minimum Audience Size: 150 students. 

Times: Show: 50 minutes. Set up: 15 mins. Pack up: 15 mins. 

Requires: an indoor performing area 4m deep x 5m wide. 
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